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What is Molecular Machine Learning?

○ The biggest applied fields of machine learning today 
are computer vision, natural language processing, 
speech processing, and video processing.

○ Molecular ML is the field attempting to build 
machine-learning architectures and code-bases for 
learning to predict properties of molecules

○ There are many challenges unique to molecular ML (as 
opposed to other machine learning fields).



Molecular ML Challenges: Data Scarcity

○ Limited data available 
publicly.

○ Not easy to gather data. Most 
experiments require 
highly-trained scientists or 
technicians to perform. (No 
Mechanical Turking of data).

○ Pharmaceutical companies 
and biotechs have data, but 
tough to get due to IP 
concerns.



Molecular ML Challenge: Featurization

○ Molecules come in many 
sizes and shapes.

○ How can a molecule be 
transformed into a 
vector/matrix for 
machine learning?

○ Turns out different 
representations needed 
for different problems.



Molecular ML Challenge: Generalization

○ Chemical space is vast 
(10^60 drug-like molecules) 
and only a small fraction 
(100 M compounds) 
actually made.

○ So test set for models has 
to be different from 
training set! We want to 
know which new molecules 
are useful. 



DeepChem: 
https://github.com/deepchem/deepchem

DeepChem is a molecular machine learning toolchain built 
on Tensorflow, being used for a variety of projects, 
including drug-discovery, quantum chemistry, solar cell 
design, and structural biology.

https://github.com/deepchem/deepchem


DeepChem:
 https://deepchem.io 

https://deepchem.io


Installing DeepChem:
 https://deepchem.io 

https://deepchem.io


Learning DeepChem: 
https://deepchem.io 

https://deepchem.io


Community: 
https://gitter.im/deepchem/Lobby 

https://gitter.im/deepchem/Lobby


Basic Concepts: Graph Convolutions





Graph Convolutions 
Explained 
Diagrammatically



More Advanced: Low Data Drug 
Discovery



One-Shot: Borrowing Tricks from Babies

Giraffe

?



Google DeepMind’s Matching Networks







Benchmarking Drug Discovery with 
MoleculeNet: https://moleculenet.ai 

https://moleculenet.ai


MoleculeNet Datasets



MoleculeNet uses DeepChem to Benchmark



Machine 
Learning 
Models 
Tested for 
MoleculeNet 
Benchmarks



MoleculeNet 
Featurizations



MoleculeNet 
Tests 
Generalization 
with Different 
Splits



ROC vs PRC

○ Most deep drug 
discovery benchmarked 
with ROC-AUC

○ However, analysis shows 
that for very imbalanced 
datasets, ROC and PRC 
behave differently.

○ Deep methods do not 
currently win on very 
imbalanced datasets!



Quantum Datasets

○ Deep Learning methods 
dominate benchmark.

○ End-to-end DTNN wins 
overall, with hand 
engineered 
DNN+Coulomb a close 
second.



PubChem BioAssay



Molecular ML vs. Physical Computations

○ Solubility Data
○ Dashed Line measures 

error of physics-based 
simulation algorithm.

○ 1000 datapoints in set. 
Plots show that 
Molecular ML can 
out-perform 
physics-based with 
enough data.



Deep Learning for Structured Based 
Drug Design: Atomic Convolutions



Example of Binding Pocket Interactions



Exploiting 3D Geometry for Drug Discovery

● Learning to predict 
interaction energies 
requires modeling the 3D 
geometry of binding 
interactions.

● Two approaches: hand 
tuned and learned 
featurizations.



Old-fashioned:
Hand-Designed 
Feature 
Extraction



Learnable Atomic Convolutions



Thermodynamic Cycles with End-to-End Training



Results on PDBBind Benchmark



The DeepChem Roadmap

● Last major release of 
DeepChem was 1.3 on Oct 
20, 2017 with minor version 
1.3.1 on Nov 5th. 

● Next major release will be 
DeepChem 2.0, with 
backend improvements and 
improved support for 
genetics.



Bharath Contact:

○ Blog at https://rbharath.github.io
○ https://twitter.com/rbhar90 
○ https://facebook.com/rbharath 
○ https://www.youtube.com/user/rbharath2

606 
○ https://www.linkedin.com/in/bharath-ram

sundar-13275230 

Where to Next?

DeepChem Resources:

○ Github: 
https://github.com/deepchem/deepchem

○ Website: https://deepchem.io 
○ Gitter Chat room: 

https://gitter.im/deepchem/Lobby 
○ DeepChem Facebook Group: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/13629
16627160962/

○ Meetup Group: 
https://www.meetup.com/Bay-Area-Deep
Chem-User-Group/ 
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